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Details of Visit:

Author: bigT
Location 2: Town Centre
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 15/9/03 1.30
Duration of Visit: 30min
Amount Paid: 45
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: The Georgian
Website: http://www.thegeorgian.co.uk
Phone: 01616787916

The Premises:

The Georgian, again, I`ve described it before, this place is nice, clean, and the parking area behind
the club is safe and covered by CCTV. 

The Lady:

Monique is a lovely, slim Asian girl with a marvellous figure and a nice natural pair of petite breasts
with very erectile nipples. She has a sweet, shaved tight fanny and a lovely shaped arse, another
beautiful package from the Georgian!

The Story:

I was feeling in need of a randy experience and called in to see who was on. With the Georgian, I
feel it is a bit like a pick and mix experience ? in the nicest possible way! The only major criticism I
have of the place is that the web site does not do it justice, the pictures are not really current and
there is no rota to give you an idea of what to expect, but so far I have not been disappointed! This
time Monique was sitting on the settee when I came through the door and gave me lovely smile, so
I asked if she was free and she was. She took me to the room and asked if I wanted a drink, while
she went to get that I took a quick shower and waited in anticipation for her return. When she came
back, she gave me a nice oily massage before I started to stroke her lovely arse and fanny. I was
soon into kissing and nibbling her sexy body as she thrust her sweet tasting fanny into my face, this
was followed by a very satisfying shag in lots of different positions before reaching a wonderful
climax. Altogether another lovely Georgian lady!
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